The "sack" and "chemise" have unquestionably arrived at Barnes. On the left is Genevieve George, Accounting, with the sack version of a light spring duster. Above, left to right, are Sarijane Mogerman, Nursing Office, with Bonnie Powell and Joan Susanka of the Director's Office. On the right is Kathleen Brown, Dietitian, with uniform a la saque. In the hope that we can compromise by recognizing the sack, and be spared such further variations as the "balloon" and "trapeze", we say Viva La Chemise!
HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT SALUTES DR. BRADLEY

Dr. F. R. Bradley, Director of Barnes and affiliated hospitals, is saluted in the current issue of "Hospital Management" magazine.

"Hospital Management acknowledges with this salute the debt that the public owes Frank Bradley and the gratitude of hospital patients everywhere, whose sojourn has been made a little easier because of his work," says the article.

As professor of hospital administration and director of the course at Washington University School of Medicine, Dr. Bradley has trained many hospital administrators, HM points out.

He was a prime mover in establishing the Joint Commission for the Improvement of the Care of the Patient, and was its first chairman, in 1948, laying the foundations for better understanding among the fields of medicine, nursing and hospital administration, HM recalls.

A past president of the American Hospital Association and of the American College of Hospital Administrators, Dr. Bradley is "a dedicated man who does not spare himself and naturally expects the same of others who work under him."

The article mentions the little-known fact that Dr. Bradley worked his way through college and medical school, first as a brakeman on the L. & N. and then as a night switchman for the Terminal Railroad.

"With this background, his achievements are not surprising," HM declares.

NON-GROUP PLAN INSTITUTED BY BLUE CROSS

Group Hospital Service has announced a new program which for the first time enables anyone in good health, regardless of age, to apply for Blue Cross protection without belonging to a Blue Cross group. Members in the non-group plan will receive an allowance of up to $7.00 a day in service hospitals toward room and board charges when hospitalized under age 65, or up to $5.00 a day at age 65 or over.

Requests for information on this new program should be addressed to Blue Cross, 4904 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis 8, Missouri.
Pictured above are Nurse Assistants who completed the In-Service Training Program in March. Front row (left to right): Dorothy Mays, Minnie Brown, Ossie Weatherspoon, Carlene Cowell, Marlene Knuckles, Sarah Jane Huff, Ester Yates, and Adonia Rucker. Back row (left to right): Margaret Taylor, Hazel Parks, Patricia Bridges, Dorothy Rivers, Margaret Dunn, Ollie Sue Simpson, Velma Thomas, Norma McCaskill, and Charlotte Boyer.

"SHARE IN AMERICA" WEEK MAY 12-17

May has been designated as "Minute Man Month", and the week of May 12-17 as "Share in America" Week by the Metropolitan St. Louis Savings Bonds Committee. The Committee plans a drive at that time to urge more persons to save through the Payroll Savings Plan.

In 1957 the employees of Barnes and affiliated hospitals were awarded a plaque for more than doubling their participation in the Savings Bond Program.

Our sympathy to ALMA FRANCES HOUGHIN, R. N., whose husband passed away recently ..... MARTHA HOFFNUNG, student Nurse Anesthetist, and Dr. Major Cohn, Resident in Private Medicine, were married in New York on February 9. The ceremony was held in the home of the groom’s parents, (Continued on Page 5, Column 2)
PAULINE ANN OVERBY, who resigned last November to care for her children, solved her baby-sitting problem and returned to her former job in Central Supply on March 17. MARIE HELEN BROWN, who resigned in 1955, returned on March 19 and is working in the Dietary Department.

MARYLYN ANN CORLEY, R. N., returned part-time on March 14 to her former position in the Barnes OR.

LAVIENA DAVIS (Laviena Crawford before her resignation and marriage), resumed her former duties in the Laboratory on March 17.

PEARL STORY, previously employed in Housekeeping for three years, resumed her former duties on March 24.

ERA ANDERSON, Housekeeping, returned to duty March 31.

JUDY KIMMEL, Dietary, resumed her previous job on April 3.

NETTIE L. HAMILTON, former Nurse Assistant in Wohl, returned March 31 and is working in Barnes.

DOROTHY M. THOMAS returned to her former job in the Laboratory on March 15.

ADDIE LEE PRICE, Nurse Assistant who resigned March 2 to have her baby, returned to duty on April
VIVA LA CHEMISE!
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8. MARY HARKNESS, Clinical Microscopy Technician who resigned last year, began working in the Blood Donor Room on April 9. MARTHA ANN PREGGE, who worked as Nurse Assistant while completing her training as Laboratory Technician, and accepted a position elsewhere after graduation, returned on April 13. ROSIE LEE FALKNER, Housekeeping Aide who resigned in January to have her baby, returned on April 11. ESTELLE WHORTON, Soda Fountain, resumed her former duties on April 5. Welcome Back!

THE GRAPEVINE (Continued from Page 3)

Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Cohn. The newlyweds honeymooned in New York for two weeks before returning to St. Louis. IRIS KARSH, part-time cashier in the Drug Store, was recently crowned queen of the twentieth annual Queen Esther Ball in the Khorassan Room of Hotel Chase. Proceeds from the dance go to the Jewish National Fund for its forestation program in Israel. Iris was given a diamond wrist watch and a five-day trip to Wisconsin; she plans to make the trip immediately after her graduation in June and then

(Continued on Page 6, Column 1)
THE GRAPEVINE (Continued from Page 5)

return to the Drug Store full-time for the remainder of the summer.....BEVERLY LEONARD, Nurse Assistant, became Mrs. Julian Holt on March 7 at Fayette, Mo. .....Pearl of the Month: “Some people have read so much about the harmful effects of smoking that they have decided to give up reading”.....At the dinner meeting of the Barnes, St. Louis Children’s, and Allied Hospitals Society on April 3, Dr. Leonard T. Furlow was elected president, Dr. David N. Kerr vice-president, and Dr. Fleming B. Harper secretary-treasurer for the coming year. Elected to three year terms on the Council were Dr. Charles Gulick, Dr. Willard Walker, and Dr. Stanley Hampton.....IONIA MARIE JUNG, Blood Bank, and Mr. Ralph C. Simpson were recently married in the Presbyterian Church at Pacific, Mo. The groom is a native of Charlotte, North Carolina, but is presently majoring in Journalism at Washington University. The newlyweds honeymooned in Florida and Alabama.....JOYCE BLACKWELL, Dietary, recently became Mrs. George Lyons.....Congratulations to DRS. HAROLD JOSEPH and JOHN D. DAVIDSON--the cigars they have been passing out recently say: “It’s a Girl!”.....The annual meeting of the Missouri State Nurses Association was held at Hotel Jefferson April 17-18. One of the feature programs was a contest to choose “Miss Student Nurse of Missouri”, with Chaplain George A. Bowles of Barnes as one of the three contest judges. A student nurse from each of the six nursing districts in Missouri had previously been selected to compete. Unanimous opinion of the judges: Mrs. Sherrill Akyol, senior nursing student at St. Luke’s Hospital in St. Louis, and wife of a Turkish physician, is “Miss Student Nurse of Missouri” for 1958.....Best wishes to ERNESTINE PERRY, Housekeeping, who became Mrs. Timothy McClain on April 4 in Marks, Mississippi.

CHAPLAIN’S CORNER

by

George Bowles

It is a wonderful thing to know that “security” is one of the great watchwords of our time. Around it gathers some of the most productive thinking and activity that we can imagine. Without a longing for this element there would be a temptation to shift with the crowd and become very complacent about high values and treasured results. There are many ideas about it, some of which are very flimsy. Others are most challenging.

Most of us have some lofty objectives that grow out of a desire to have a sense of well-being and to be secure. Almost in spite of our best strivings we accept some secondary compromises. The original lusters seem to fade away. In plain language, we get tired and quit - or nearly so. We fail to keep faith with ourselves and others. The fault is not with the goals, but with ourselves.

Great and good things rarely happen unless we make them happen. So-called luck is not responsible for many of the great achievements and discoveries. The great scientific world in which we live, and from which we benefit, has not really been developed by people who were seeking material security. It has come from those who have been discouraged and defeated over and over again, yet determined to establish new benefits for others. When we think of the health benefits that add to our security, we are frightened to know that Pasteur and others could have given up too soon. Every person who does a worthy task is adding to the security of someone.
FREE PAMPHLETS AVAILABLE IN PERSONNEL

The Personnel Office has a supply of booklets for distribution to interested employees, covering various phases of family health, nutrition, and safety. Titles are as follows:

To Parents About Immunization
ABC’s of Childhood Disease
Overweight and Underweight
Understanding Your Young Child
Help Yourself to Health
How’s Your Driving?
What’s Your Best Weight?
After a Coronary
Metropolitan Cook Book

Additional booklets on related subjects which are not presently in stock, but which can be secured without charge, are:

Emotions and Physical Health
First Aid Care
Preparing for Parenthood
Understanding Your Teen-Ager
What You Should Know About Cancer
Your Future and You
Food for the Family
The Secret of Balance (Nutrition)
What Foods Do You Choose?
A Formula for Child Safety
Your Family’s Safety

Should you desire a copy of any of these pamphlets, stop by the Personnel Office any day, 8 to 5.

THE GOSPEL OF LABOR

But I think the King of that country comes out from His tireless host
And walks in this world of the weary, as if He loved it the most:
For here in the dusty confusion with eyes that are heavy and dim
He meets again the laboring men who are looking and longing for Him.

He cancels the curse of Eden and brings them a blessing instead,
Blessed are they that labor for Jesus partakes of their bread;
He puts His hands to their burdens, He enters their homes at night:
Who does his best shall have as his guest the Master of life and light.

And courage will come with His presence, and patience return at His touch,
And manifold sins be forgiven to those who love Him much;
And the cries of envy and anger will change to the songs of cheer,
For the toiling age will forget its rage when the Prince of Peace draws near.

This is the gospel of labor, ring it, ye bells of the kirk,
The Lord of Love comes down from above
to live with the men who work;
This is the rose that He planted, here in the thorn-cursed soil--
Heaven is blessed with perfect rest, but the blessing of earth is toil.

DORIS KENNEDY RESIGNS FROM CNO

It is with regret that the hospital accepts the resignation of Doris Kennedy, Central Nursing Office secretary.

Doris Spangle (she became Mrs. Gordon Kennedy in 1953), began her employment as floor secretary in Maternity Hospital in 1945. In 1947 she became secretary in the Nursing Office, and later assumed the responsibility of time-keeping for all nursing personnel. Her efficiency, interest in personnel, and pleasant personality will be missed by all.

While reluctant to leave St. Louis and her many friends at Barnes, Mr. Kennedy’s business affairs call them both to San Bernadino, California as of May 1.

Everyone here joins in wishing the Kennedys the warmest and brightest future in sunny California.
For the last twenty-one years of her life she was a faithful employee, and as she grew older she gave up personal activities to devote all her energy to her duties as Registration Clerk in Maternity Hospital. On Good Friday she became ill while at work, and was sent home. She passed away on Easter morning.

Her only near relative was a brother, Mr. Eads Mills of Bloomfield, Nebraska. The family home was originally in Lynn County, Missouri, but before her death Mrs. McDonnell requested that she be cremated since no family remained to carry on its traditions.

A Memorial Service for Mrs. McDonnell was held in the Danforth Chapel of Barnes Hospital on Friday, April 11.